
Bend the pins back and forth until they snap off.



Then desolder the power-in connectors as the system will be running off batteries.

Here is something interesting: the SNES takes in mains power, outputs 9v into the system, yet using a multimeter, there is
no voltage! The system actually only needs 5v to work, so a 7805 step-down regulator is used to convert the voltage to 5v.
Another interesting thing is that the 9v gets converted into 12v before going to the 7805, yet 7v+ gives it enough voltage to
reduce the voltage to 5v; so no idea why the system had to step-up the voltage in the first place. I put 6 x rechargable AA
batteries, giving 7.4v, and connected them to the 7805 as per pic below, output 5v, system worked as normal! The capacitor
didn't seem to keep any charge after the system was turned off, another interesting thing. The on/off switch for the system is
now redundant so that can be removed too; when the system is given power from the batteries, it boots.

The 7805 needs a heatsink as the excess voltage gets converted into heat.

Key to below pic:
Cyan - desoldered power-in plug connections.
Purple - the connectors for the on/off switch (now redundant).
Orange (left one) - negative (ground), I could connect negative to any grounding on the board, this was convenient.
Orange (right one) - input for 7805, where my 7.4v goes into. By definition, 7-12v is fine for input.
Green - one of the many ground connections on the board, used somewhere else as I did't need to have two wires too close!
Blue - where the 7805 outputs 5v.
Red - protection fuse in case system gets too much voltage, probably isn't needed, but will keep it there anyway.



This is the section which connects the controllers to the SNES.

First job is to release these catches by cutting them off (catches shown in pic, cut off above these points). Don't cut off the
ones on the underside as there is a resistor in the way. I did read somewhere that a way to make the SNES region free is to
by-pass the two resistors here, although I haven’t tried this.



That's one of the plates off.

The rest of the unit is secured firmly in place by the controller pin port connectors which are soldered in place on the board
- so these connections need to be desoldered:

Then, the board and plastic covering come off easily.



The foam pad between the cable and board can be removed by gently stroking with a craft knife to release the ribbon cable.

The connectors on the SNES and the controller input board are a bit tall and the ribbon is inflexible, so it will be removed
and relocated.

Let's start with the connector on the SNES board:

Remove ribbon.



Dremmel it down to about half height.

Then use a screwdriver and pry the plastic off.

To expose the pins.



Use clippers to trim the excess down to be flusher to the board.

Then onto the plug on the controller input board:

The easy way is to dremel acros the pins with a diamond cutting circle.



Then remove the plug and trim down the pins with cutters as before.

Leaving:



Controller - time to open one up! I am using an official Nintendo controller for this.

Controller opened up from the screws at its rear. Below is the rear view of the controller mobo. The various wires there
connect to the controller input board, I will need to use a multimeter to check which wire connects to what and connect
them to the right points, more on that later.



The board removed, turned over (the traces will have wires soldered to them soon), also showing the button and D-pad
rubbers and buttons; none of which are needed for this project; only the board itself.

The connector pins are connected.



Time to test the connections from the controller mobo to the pins going into the controller input board.

This was just to confirm that all was ok and what connected to what. I checked on Google for the SNES controller pinouts
and found a site, confirmed my findings and also stated what these pins are for (I could only identify ground). There are two
pins which seem to do nothing.




